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Compleat Female Stage Beauty 2006
the story in 1661 the most famous portrayer of female roles on the london stage was a performer named
kynaston like every other player permitted to enact such roles kynaston was a man a celebrity artist shining
bright at the crest of the rest

Beauty, Violence, Representation 2014-05-09
this volume explores the relationship among beauty violence and representation in a broad range of artistic and
cultural texts including literature visual art theatre film and music charting diversifying interests in the subject
of violence and beauty dealing with the multiple inflections of these questions and representing a spectrum of
voices the volume takes its place in a growing body of recent critical work that takes violence and
representation as its object this collection offers a unique opportunity however to address a significant gap in
the critical field for it seeks to interrogate specifically the nexus or interface between beauty and violence while
other texts on violence make use of regimes of representation as their subject matter and consider the effects
of aestheticization beauty as a critical category is conspicuously absent furthermore the book aims to
rehabilitate beauty implicitly conceptualized as politically or ethically regressive by postmodern anti aesthetics
cultural positions and further facilitate its come back into critical discourse

Screening the Stage 2006
this book examines the historical cultural and aesthetic relationships between theater and film as we enter the
21st century almost all artists students and critics working in theater will have had earlier and greater exposure
to film than to theater in fact film has become central to the way in which we perceive and formulate stories
images ideas and sounds at the same time film and video occupy an increasingly significant place in theater
study both for the adaptation of plays and for the documentation and preservation of theatrical performances



yet far too often theater and film artists as well as educators make the jump from one medium to the other
without being fully aware of the ways in which the qualities of each medium affect content and artistic
expression this book is intended to fill such a gap by providing a theoretical and practical foundation for
understanding the effect that film and drama have had and continue to have on each other s development
moreover this study provides a history of the relationship between drama and cinema starting with the pre
cinematic late 19th century impulse towards capturing spectacular action on the stage and examining the
artistic and commercial interaction between movies and plays both in popular and experimental work
throughout the 20th century important subjects treated in this book include stage versus screen acting the
adaptation process itself the theatrical as well as the cinematic avant garde and the portability or adaptability of
dramatic character

Roger Ebert's Movie Yearbook 2007 2013-02-05
the most trusted film critic in america usa today roger ebert actually likes movies it s a refreshing trait in a critic
and not as prevalent as you d expect mick lasalle san francisco chronicle america s favorite movie critic
assesses the year s films from brokeback mountain to wallace and gromit the curse of the were rabbit roger
ebert s movie yearbook 2007 is perfect for film aficionados the world over roger ebert s movie yearbook 2007
includes every review by ebert written in the 30 months from january 2004 through june 2006 about 650 in all
also included in the yearbook which is about 65 percent new every year are interviews with newsmakers such
as philip seymour hoffman terrence howard stephen spielberg ang lee and heath ledger nicolas cage and more
all the new questions and answers from his questions for the movie answer man columns daily film festival
coverage from cannes toronto sundance and telluride essays on film issues and tributes to actors and directors
who died during the year



Stage-Play and Screen-Play 2016-12-08
dialogue between film and theatre studies is frequently hampered by the lack of a shared vocabulary stage play
and screen play sets out to remedy this mapping out an intermedial space in which both film and theatre might
be examined each chapter s evaluation of the processes and products of stage to screen and screen to stage
transfer is grounded in relevant applied contexts michael ingham draws upon the growing field of adaptation
studies to present case studies ranging from martin mcdonagh s the cripple of inishmaan and rsc live s
simulcast of richard ii to f w murnau s silent tartüff peter bogdanovich s film adaptation of michael frayn s
noises off and akiro kurosawa s ran highlighting the multiple interfaces between media offering a fresh insight
into the ways in which film and theatre communicate dramatic performances this volume is a must read for
students and scholars of stage and screen

Spectrums of Shakespearean Crossdressing 2019-10-21
since young male players were the norm during the english renaissance were all cross dressed performances of
female characters played with the same degree of seriousness probably not spectrums of representation in
shakespearean crossdressing examines these varied types of female characters in english renaissance drama
drawing from a range of play texts themselves in order to investigate if evidence exists for varying performance
practices for male to female crossdressing this book argues for a reading of the representation of female
characters on the english renaissance stage that not only suggests categorizing crossdressing along a spectrum
of theatrical artifice but also explores how this range of artifice enriches our understanding of the plays the
scholarship surrounding cross dressing rarely makes this distinction since in our study of early modern plays we
tend to accept as a matter of course that all crossdressing was essentially the same the basis of spectrums of
representation in shakespearean crossdressing is that it was not



Penumbra, An Interdisciplinary Journal of Critical and Creative
Inquiry 2018-10-23
penumbra is the official refereed scholarly journal of union institute university s ph d program in
interdisciplinary studies the journal is published at regular intervals and dedicated to challenging traditional
academic and creative disciplinary boundaries in the context of social change penumbra s purpose is to
promote theoretically informed engagements with concrete issues and problems the journal publishes socially
engaged innovative creative and critical scholarship with a focus on ethical and political issues in the
humanities public policy and education and leadership penumbra is a peer edited and peer reviewed journal
committed to spanning the divide between scholarly and creative production and to fostering work from
graduate students junior scholars and emerging artists in addition to more established critical and creative
voices

Situating the Feminist Gaze and Spectatorship in Postwar Cinema
2009-01-14
marcelline block s situating the feminist gaze and spectatorship in postwar cinema breaks new ground in
exploring feminist film theory it is a wide ranging collection re visiting important theoretical questions as well as
offering close analyses of films produced in the united states france england belgium and russia this anthology
investigates exciting areas of research for critical inquiry into film and gender studies as well as feminist queer
and postfeminist theories and treats film texts from marguerite duras to 21st century horror films from agnès
varda s 2007 installation at the panthéon to the post soviet russian filmmakers aleksei balabanov and valerii
todorovskii from quentin tarantino s death proof to sofia coppola s postfeminist trilogy from chantal akerman s
transhistorical transgressive and transgendered gaze to the quantum gaze in steven spielberg s jurassic park
from hitchcock s good looking blondes to the career woman in peril thriller among others according to the



semiotician marshall blonsky of the new school university in new york given the breadth of the editor s choices
this volume makes a splendid contribution to feminist and cinematic fields as well as cultural and media studies
postmodernism and postfeminism it lends readers new eyes to view canonical and other film texts david sterritt
chairman of the national society of film critics states that this anthology should be required reading for students
and scholars among other readers interested in the interaction of cinema with contemporary culture situating
the feminist gaze and spectatorship is prefaced by jean michel rabaté s brilliant essay mulvey was the first

Memory and Enlightenment 2018-11-11
this book illuminates how the long eighteenth century 1660 1800 persists in our present through screen and
performance media writing and visual art tracing the afterlives of the period from the 1980s to the present it
argues that these emerging and changing forms stage the period as a point of origin for the grounding of
individual identity in personal memory and as a site of foundational traumas that shape cultural memory

Roger Ebert's Movie Yearbook 2006 2005-11
now fully updated this annual yearbook includes every review ebert had written from january 2007 to july 2009
it also includes interviews essays tributes and all new questions and answers from his questions for the movie
answer man columns

Female Spectacle 2009-07-01
when the french actress sarah bernhardt made her first american tour in 1880 the term feminism had not yet
entered our national vocabulary but over the course of the next half century a rising generation of daring
actresses and comics brought a new kind of woman to center stage exploring and exploiting modern fantasies
and fears about female roles and gender identity these performers eschewed theatrical convention and



traditional notions of womanly modesty they created powerful images of themselves as ambitious independent
and sexually expressive new women female spectacle reveals the theater to have been a powerful new source
of cultural authority and visibility for women ironically theater also provided an arena in which producers and
audiences projected the uncertainties and hostilities that accompanied changing gender relations from
bernhardt s modern methods of self promotion to emma goldman s political theatrics from the female mimics
and salome dancers to the upwardly striving chorus girl glenn shows us how and why theater mattered to
women and argues for its pivotal role in the emergence of modern feminism

Women in the Age of Shakespeare 2009-12-14
this book offers a look at the lives of elizabethan era women in the context of the great female characters in the
works of william shakespeare like the other entries in this fascinating series women in the age of shakespeare
shows the influence of the world william shakespeare lived in on the worlds he created for the stage this time by
focusing on women in the elizabethan and jacobean eras in general and in shakespeare s works in particular
women in the age of shakespeare explores the ancient and medieval ideas that shakespeare drew upon in
creating his great comedic and tragic heroines it then looks at how these ideas intersected with the lived
experiences of women of shakespeare s time followed by a close look at the major female characters in
shakespeare s plays and poems later chapters consider how these characters have been enacted on stage and
in film interpreted by critics and scholars and re imagined by writers in our own time

Shakespeare/adaptation/modern Drama 2011-01-01
the relationship between modern drama and shakespeare remains intense and fruitful as shakespearian themes
continue to permeate contemporary plays films and other art forms shakespeare adaptation modern drama is
the first book length international study to examine the critical and theatrical connections among these fields
including the motivations methods and limits of adaptation in modern performance media top scholars including
peter holland alexander leggatt brian parker and stanley wells examine such topics as the relationship between



shakespeare and modern drama in the context of current literary theories and historical accounts of adaptive
and appropriative practices among the diverse and intriguing examples studied are the authorial self
adaptations of tom stoppard and tennessee williams and the generic and political appropriations of shakespeare
s texts in television musical theatre and memoir this illuminating and theoretically astute tribute to renaissance
and modern drama scholar jill levenson will stimulate further research on the evolving adaptive and intertextual
relationships between influential literary works and periods

Women's Roles in Seventeenth-Century America 2008-06-30
in colonial america the lives of white immigrant black slave and american indian women intersected economic
religious social and political forces all combined to induce and promote european colonization and the growth of
slavery and the slave trade during this period this volume provides the essential overview of american women s
lives in the seventeenth century as the dominant european settlers established their patriarchy women were
essential to the existence of a new patriarchal society most importantly because they were necessary for its
reproduction in addition to their roles as wives and mothers colonial women took care of the house and
household by cooking preserving food sewing spinning tending gardens taking care of sick or injured members
of the household and many other tasks students and general readers will learn about women s roles in the
family women and the law women and immigration women s work women and religion women and war and
women and education literature and recreation the narrative chapters in this volume focus on women
particularly white women within the eastern region of the current united states the site of the first colonies
chapter 1 discusses women s roles within the family and household and how women s experiences in the
various colonies differed chapter 2 considers women and the law and roles in courts and as victims of crime
chapter 3 looks at women and immigration those who came with families or as servants or slaves women s work
is the subject of chapter 4 the focus is work within the home preparing food sewing taking care of children and
making household goods or as businesswomen or midwives women and religion are discussed in chapter 5
chapter 6 examines women s role in war women s education is one focus of chapter 7 few colonial women could
read but most women did receive an education in the arts of housewifery chapter 7 also looks at women s



contributions to literature and their leisure time few women were free to pursue literary endeavors but many
expressed their creativity through handiwork a chronology selected bibliography and historical illustrations
accompany the text

Inter-Cultural Performance 2016-02-17
in the modern world we are accustomed to conceptualising international relations in terms of national identity
we speak of english culture french culture and american culture as if these things were the basic building blocks
of global civilisation while there is no doubt that national culture is important such a view fails to take account
of the fact that there is great diversity within nations and powerful connections across national frontiers just as
individuals cannot be understood in isolation from the society of which they are a part so national cultures
cannot be understood in isolation from the global community since the beginning of human history cross
cultural exchange has been important in bringing about social change this can be seen vividly in the way
languages and their associated literary and dramatic traditions have interacted with one another this volume
brings together a collection of essays that focus on the role cross cultural exchange has played in performance
in the theatre and in film the aim is not to suggest any systematic theory of cross cultural exchange but rather
to present a variety of examples that illustrate the subtle and complex way in which different cultures interact

The New York Times Theatre Reviews 1999-2000 2001-12
this volume is a comprehensive collection of critical essays on the taming of the shrew and includes extensive
discussions of the play s various printed versions and its theatrical productions aspinall has included only those
essays that offer the most influential and controversial arguments surrounding the play the issues discussed
include gender authority female autonomy and unruliness courtship and marriage language and speech and
performance and theatricality



A New History of the English Stage from the Restoration to the
Liberty of the Theatres, in Connection with the Patent Houses ...
1882
this book establishes the significance of actresses female playgoers and women critics in shaping shakespeare s
burgeoning reputation in the eighteenth century

Women and Shakespeare in the Eighteenth Century 2014-06-02
editors craig pospisil and danna call compiled this new collection of more than fifty monologues selected
exclusively from dramatists play service publications from recent seasons inside these pages you will find an
enormous range of voices and subject matter characters from their teens to their sixties and authors of widely
varied styles but all immensely talented these monologues represent some of the best writing in the american
theatre today and we are proud to bring them together in this new volume

Outstanding Men's Monologues 2010
queer virgins and virgin queans looks at the early modern theater through the lens of obscure and obscene
puns especially queer puns those that carry homoerotic resonances and speak to homoerotic desires in
particular it resurrects the operations of a small boys company known as the first whitefriars which performed
for about nine months in 1607 8 as a group the plays performed by this company exhibit an unusually dense
array of bawdy puns whose eroticism is extremely interesting given that the focus of eros is the male body the
laughter recoverable from whitefriars plays harnesses the pun s inherent doubleness to homoerotic pleasure in
these plays the bawdy hand of the dial is always on the pricke of noone mary bly s analysis depends on the
nature of punning itself and the inflections of language and the creativity that marked whitefriars punsters with



special emphasis on the effect of puns on an audience what happens to audience members who sit shoulder to
shoulder and laugh at homoerotic quibbles what is the effect of catching a queer pun s double meaning in a
group rather than while alone how can we characterize those auditors within the convoluted if fascinating
theories of erotic identity offered by queer theorists

Thoughts upon the present Condition of the Stage, and upon the
construction of a new Theatre [by F. Howard, Earl of Carlisle].
1789
an expert in stuart england examines the sexual lives of britons in the seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries in this frank informative and revealing history acclaimed stuart historian andrea zuvich explores the
sexual mores of stuart britain including surprising beliefs bizarre practices and ingenious solutions for infertility
impotence sexually transmitted diseases and more along the way she reveals much about the prevailing
attitudes towards male and female sexual behavior zuvich sheds light not only on the saucy love lives of the
royal stuarts but also on the dark underbelly of the stuart era with histories of prostitution sexual violence
infanticide and sexual deviance she looks at everything from what was considered sexually attractive to the
penalties for adultery incest and fornication sex and sexuality in stuart britain touches on the fashion food
science art medicine magic literature love politics faith and superstition of the day

Queer Virgins and Virgin Queans on the Early Modern Stage 2000
the merry wives of windsor has recently experienced a resurgence of critical interest at times considered one of
shakespeare s weaker plays it is often dismissed or marginalized however developments in feminist ecocritical
and new historicist criticism have opened up new perspectives and this collection of 18 essays by top
shakespeare scholars sheds fresh light on the play the detailed introduction by phyllis rackin and evelyn
gajowski provides a historical survey of the play and ties into an evolving critical and cultural context the book s



sections look in turn at female community female agency theatrical alternatives social and theatrical contexts
desire sexuality nature and performance to provide a contemporary critical analysis of the play

Sex and Sexuality in Stuart Britain 2020-09-19
the answers to these questions and much much more are to be found in the changing room which traces the
origins and variations of theatrical cross dressing through the ages and across cultures it examines tribal rituals
and shamanic practices in the balkans and chinese tibet the gender bending elements of greek and early
christian religion the homosexual appeal of the boy actor on the traditional stage of china japan and england
the origins of the dame comedian the principal boy the glamour drag artiste and the male impersonator artists
such as david bowie boy george charles ludlam dame edna everage lily savage candy darling julian clary and
the new york dolls lavishly illustrated with unusual and rare pictures this is the first ever cross cultural study of
theatrical transvestism it is a must for anyone interested in cross dressing theatre and gender

Roscius Anglicanus, Or an Historical Review of the Stage After it
Had Been Suppres'd ... Till the Time of King Charles the IIs
Restoration in May 1660 Etc 1709
previous surveys of the gay theatrical repertoire have concentrated on plays produced on broadway or in
london s west end this comprehensive guide goes well beyond these earlier studies by introducing productions
from off broadway from regional theaters in the u s and u k and from ireland canada australia new zealand and
south africa also included are puerto rican indian and filipino plays written in english as well as translations from
other languages well over half of the works discussed here appear for the first time in such a study



The Merry Wives of Windsor 2014-09-19
shakespeare and women situates shakespeare s female characters in multiple historical contexts ranging from
the early modern england in which they originated to the contemporary western world in which our own
encounters with them are staged in so doing this book seeks to challenge currently prevalent views of
shakespeare s women both the women he depicted in his plays and the women he encountered in the world he
inhabited chapter 1 a usable history analyses the implications and consequences of the emphasis on patriarchal
power male misogyny and women s oppression that has dominated recent feminist shakespeare scholarship
while subsequent chapters propose alternative models for feminist analysis chapter 2 the place s of women in
shakespeare s world emphasizes the frequently overlooked kinds of social political and economic agency
exercised by the women shakespeare would have known in both stratford and london chapter 3 our canon
ourselves addresses the implications of the modern popularity of plays such as the taming of the shrew which
seem to endorse women s subjugation arguing that the plays and the aspects of those plays that we have
chosen to emphasize tell us more about our own assumptions than about the beliefs that informed the
responses of shakespeare s first audiences chapter 4 boys will be girls explores the consequences for women of
the use of male actors to play women s roles chapter 5 the lady s reeking breath turns to the sonnets the texts
that seem most resistant to feminist appropriation to argue that shakespeare s rewriting of the idealized
petrarchan lady anticipates modern feminist critiques of the essential misogyny of the petrarchan tradition the
final chapter shakespeare s timeless women surveys the implication of shakespeare s female characters in the
process of historical change as they have been repeatedly updated to conform to changing conceptions of
women s nature and women s social roles serving in ever changing guises as models of an unchanging universal
female nature

The Changing Room 2002-09-11
nearly 16 000 entries including 300 new entries and more than 13 000 dvd listings summer blockbusters and



independent sleepers masterworks of alfred hitchcock billy wilder and martin scorsese the timeless comedy of
the marx brothers and buster keaton animated classics from walt disney and pixar the finest foreign films ever
made this 2015 edition covers the modern era from 1965 to the present while including all the great older films
you can t afford to miss and those you can from box office smashes to cult classics to forgotten gems to
forgettable bombs listed alphabetically and complete with all the essential information you could ask for new
nearly 16 000 capsule movie reviews with 300 new entries more than 25 000 dvd and video listings up to date
list of mail order and online sources for buying and renting dvds and videos more official motion picture code
ratings from g to nc 17 old and new theatrical and video releases rated to bomb exact running times an
invaluable guide for recording and for discovering which movies have been edited reviews of little known
sleepers foreign films rarities and classics leonard s personal list of must see movies date of release running
time director stars mpaa ratings color or black and white concise summary capsule review and four star to
bomb rating system precise information on films shot in widescreen format symbols for dvds videos and
laserdiscs completely updated index of leading actors

For the Gay Stage 2017-05-19
this exciting new book offers practical resources and lesson plans for exploring gender in the drama curriculum
it looks at how theatre performances throughout history have played with the concept of identity and gender
and explains why drama lessons can provide a safe and considerate space for thinking about gender drawing on
theatre history world theatre theatre forms and theatre theory each chapter focuses on key topics that will
challenge students to play and explore gender roles as they choose introducing a new drama vocabulary drawn
from archaeology and cartography this book includes a wide range of materials for excavation from traditional
stories contemporary children s literature greek mythology elizabethan and restoration theatre japanese and
chinese theatre mask and physical theatre providing new insight into how existing drama units can be redefined
to create a space where the exploration of gender identity is not only allowed but something exciting and joyful
to focus on this is an essential resource for all drama teachers



Shakespeare and Women 2005-05-26
first comprehensive introduction to women s role in and access to literary culture in early modern britain

Leonard Maltin's 2015 Movie Guide 2014-09-02
a revolutionary and wide ranging examination of transvestism ranging from shakespeare and mark twain to
oscar wilde and peter pan from transsexual surgery and transvestite sororities to madonna and flip wilson the
author examines the nature and importance of cross dressing and society s recurring fascination with it 40
pages of inserts 8 in color

Teaching Drama With, Without and About Gender 2021-11-29
beginning with the bold claim there can be no culture without the transvestite marjorie garber explores the
nature and significance of cross dressing and of the west s recurring fascination with it rich in anecdote and
insight vested interests offers a provocative and entertaining view of our ongoing obsession with dressing up
and with the power of clothes

An Apology for the Life of Mr. T......... C....., Comedian 1740
the oxford english literary history is the new century s definitive account of a rich and diverse literary heritage
that stretches back for a millennium and more each of these thirteen groundbreaking volumes offers a leading
scholar s considered assessment of the authors works cultural traditions events and ideas that shaped the
literary voices of their age the series will enlighten and inspire not only everyone studying teaching and
researching in english literature but all serious readers this volume covers the period 1645 1714 and removes
the traditional literary period labels and boundaries used in earlier studies to categorize the literary culture of



late seventeenth century england it invites readers to explore the continuities and the literary innovations
occurring during six turbulent decades as english readers and writers lived through unprecedented events
including a king tried and executed by parliament and another exiled the creation of the national entity great
britain and an expanding english awareness of the new world as well as encounters with the cultures of asia and
the subcontinent the period saw the establishment of new concepts of authorship and it saw a dramatic
increase of women working as professional commercial writers london theatres closed by law in 1642 reopened
with new forms of entertainments from musical theatrical spectaculars to contemporary comedies of manners
with celebrity actors and actresses emerging literary forms such as epistolary fictions and topical essays were
circulated and promoted by new media including newspapers periodical publications and advertising and laws
were changing governing censorship and taking the initial steps in the development of copyright it was a period
which produced some of the most profound and influential literary expressions of religious faith from john milton
s paradise lost and john bunyan s pilgrim s progress while simultaneously giving rise to a culture of libertinism
and savage polemical satire as well as fostering the new dispassionate discourses of experimental sciences and
the conventions of popular romance

Women and Literature in Britain, 1500-1700 1996-11-13
the oxford english literary history is the new century s definitive account of a rich and diverse literary heritage
that stretches back for a millennium and more each of these thirteen groundbreaking volumes offers a leading
scholar s considered assessment of the authors works cultural traditions events and ideas that shaped the
literary voices of their age the series will enlighten and inspire not only everyone studying teaching and
researching in english literature but all serious readers this volume covers the period 1645 1714 and removes
the traditional literary period labels and boundaries used in earlier studies to categorize the literary culture of
late seventeenth century england it invites readers to explore the continuities and the literary innovations
occurring during six turbulent decades as english readers and writers lived through unprecedented events
including a king tried and executed by parliament and another exiled the creation of the national entity great
britain and an expanding english awareness of the new world as well as encounters with the cultures of asia and



the subcontinent the period saw the establishment of new concepts of authorship and it saw a dramatic
increase of women working as professional commercial writers london theatres closed by law in 1642 reopened
with new forms of entertainments from musical theatrical spectaculars to contemporary comedies of manners
with celebrity actors and actresses emerging literary forms such as epistolary fictions and topical essays were
circulated and promoted by new media including newspapers periodical publications and advertising and laws
were changing governing censorship and taking the initial steps in the development of copyright it was a period
which produced some of the most profound and influential literary expressions of religious faith from john milton
s paradise lost and john bunyan s pilgrim s progress while simultaneously giving rise to a culture of libertinism
and savage polemical satire as well as fostering the new dispassionate discourses of experimental sciences and
the conventions of popular romance

Vested Interests 1997
this book considers popular culture s confrontations with the history thought and major figures of the english
renaissance through an analysis of period films television productions popular literature and punk music

Vested Interests 2012-10-12
early 20th century non commercial theaters emerged as hubs of social transformation on both sides of the
atlantic the 1904 1907 seasons at london s royal court theatre were a particularly galvanizing force with 11
plays by bernard shaw along with works by granville barker john galsworthy and elizabeth robins that starred
activist performers and challenged social conventions many of these plays were seen on american stages
featuring more conversation than plot points the new drama collectively urged audiences to recognize
themselves in the characters in 1908 four hundred actresses attended a london hotel luncheon determined to
effect change for women the hot topics chillingly pertinent today mixed public and private controversies over
sexuality income distribution and full citizenship across gender and class lines a resolution emerged to form the
actresses franchise league which produced original suffrage plays participated in mass demonstrations and



collaborated with ordinary women

The Oxford English Literary History 2017
filled with reproductions ofelizabethan engravings manuscriptpages and other illustrations this virtuoso
explorationof william shakespeare s lifewas hailed by the shakespearenewsletter as the definitive studyof the
controversy surrounding the authorship of the bard splays written with wit and panache publishers
weeklydeclared this erudite tome dismantles the arguments claimingthat someone other than shakespeare
wrote his plays reprint of the continuum publishing company new york 1999 edition

The Oxford English Literary History 2017-09-15

Eclectic Magazine, and Monthly Edition of the Living Age 1895

The Eclectic Magazine of Foreign Literature, Science, and Art 1895

The English Renaissance in Popular Culture 2010-04-26

Shaw and the Actresses Franchise League 2015-03-02



Shakespeare, in Fact 2012-11-01
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